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specif~ fwd consumption may be reduced by as much as 32 percent when incor
porating /uel-cell units into electrical power plants. 

Thermodynamic Considerations 

The fundamental (thermodynamic) reason for interest in fuel 
celIs is the reduction of combustion irreversibility (Oben and 
Gaggioli, 1963; Dunbar, 1983; Dunbar and Gaggioli, 1990). 
The rate of exergy destruction (meversibility) is directly pro
portional to the entropy production rate, and that is the prod
uct of the process rate with the driving force, divided by the 
absolute temperature (DeGroot and ~azur, 1962; HirschfeJder 
et aI., 1954). When a fuel is burned in air at the tale RJ. the 
driving force for the reaction is the difference between the 
chemical potentials <It) of the reactants and products-the 
cbemical affinity (A) of the reaction. The rate of useful power 
consumption during the combustion process is, thus, (Oben 
and Gaggioli, 1963; Degroot and Mazur, 1962; Hirschfelder 
et aI., 1954) 

. T . T 
A,,= i(!'fud+,,=>_-_=)Rj = iARj (I) 

In ordinary combustion, a fuel is brought in direct contact 
with oxygen to react, producing o.tidation products. The result 
is a conversion of chemical energy of the fuel to thermal energy 
of the products (Gaggioli, 1961). The amount of exergy de
struction is quite large, of the order of 20-30 percent of the 
fuel exergy. More detail on combustion irreversibilities can be 
found in the paper by Dunbar and Lior (1990). 

Fuel cells. on the other hand, lower the electrochemical 
potential value of either the fuel or oxygen by fust passing 
ions through an electrolyte and producing electricity in this 
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process. Consequently, the subsequent combustion reaction 
affinity is reduced, lowering the e."tergy destruction in that fuel 
oxidation process (Eq. (1». 

Analysis Technique 

This case study evaluates the thermodynamic advantages of 
fuel cell units. given the plant configuration in Fig. 1 (Dunbar 
el al., 1991). This electrical power generating statioo consists 
of I) the fuel-ceil topping system inscribed within the dashed
line rectangle (rneluding heat exchangers and the combustion 
chamber), and 2) a steam power cycle of a modern 300-MWe 
power plant (Gaggioli et al., 1975). ~Iore detail is given in the 
paper by Dunbar et aI. (1991). 

Partial oxidation of the fuel talces place within the fuel ceil 
system. Having delivered an amount of electrical power, the 
product stream.< (depleted fuel and air) exit the fuel ceil unit 
at a higher temperature and, foilov.-ing a heat exchange with 
"fresh" fuel and air in preheater no. 2 (via air-to-air and fuel
to-fuel heat exchangers). enter the combustion chamber. MiJr.~ 

ing with any remainder of the plant fuel and air feed (streams 
13 and 14 of Fig. I), the fuel oxidation is completed there. 
The combustion product gas then flows through twO heat ex
changers, transferring the required heat to both the power cycle 
and the air in the air preheater. 

For this case study (Dunbar et aI., 1991), the fuel ceil per
formance characteristics were assumed to be those of an older 
Westinghouse design of a solid-electrolyte fuel-cell battery con
taining 20 ceils in series and opetating at 1020"C (Archer et 
aI., 1964), given for three fuel flow tales: 12.4 em'ls (Case 
A in the fonhcoming analysis). 3.1 em'ls (Case B), and 1.4 
em'ls (Case q. Hydrogen was assumed to be the power plant 
fuel. 

The technique of analysis is as follows. The heat requirement 
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rlQ- 1 Fuel-cell ""topping:" system plant conf'iguraUon 

of tbe power cycle is fixed at the value given by Gaggioli et 
aJ. (1975). The temperature values for the fuel and air entering 
the fud ceDs, and the exiting product (stack) gases are specified 
(and COnstant throughout the analysis). A size for the fuel cell 
unit is chosen (a variable parameter of this study). Thus, once 
the fuel flow rate per array and the operating current are 
specified, thefoDowing quantities are fued: 1) the total fuel 
and air requirements. and 2) tbe percentage of fuel oxidized 
in the celIs. and hence the amount of remaining fuel which is 
to be burned in me combustor. Fuel now rate per array, fuel 
cell operating current, and fuel cell unit size are thus the pa
rameters for the performance analysis of the system shown in 
Fig. 1. ~ore details of the analysis, and the modeling equa
tions, wete presented by Dunbar et al. (1991). 

It should be noted that the plant configuration analyzed still 
requires optimization. but it does illustrate the possible im
provements to plant efficiency when incorporating fuel ceU 
units into electrical power generating (or cogenerating) plants. 

The boundary conditions for the power plant were the fol
lo'ft'ing: 

1 the incoming fuel and air temperarures = 2rC;� 
2 stack gas tetnperature= 135'C;� 
3 ambient reference temperarure=ZS·C;� 
4 all gas stream pressures are atmospheric;� 
5 all units. except the cogeneration heat exchanger, have adi�
abatic boundaries;� 
6 the cogeneration unit heat loss value is 13.01 MW (a typical� 
value for modern boilers, Gaggioli et al., 1975);� 
7 100 percent excess combustion air. to match the air~fuel
 

ratio of the fuel ceD data employed (Dunbar. 1983);� 
8 stipUlated energy exchange to the power cycle =660.14 MW� 
(Gaggioli et al., 1975):� 
9 the amount of beat transfer to the air in preheater no. I� 
is fixed ar a value of 87.92 MW (a value which assures that� 
the hot and cold stream. temperatures in the congeneration unit� 
do Dot cross).� 

Results 
The results of Dunbar et al. (1991) revealed that, for any 

given fuel<eD unit size and fuel flow rate per array. maximum 

Nomenclalnr. 

system efficiency is experienced wben the fuel<ell unit operates 
at the maximum power point. For the three Westinghouse 
experimental cases employed herein. the maximum power point 
is l.1, 0.9, aod 0.4 A for Cases A, B, aod C, tespccth·ely. 
Thus. the results presented below are those obtained by as
suming the fuel<ell unit operates at tbe maximum power point 
(for any given fuel flow rate per array). 

Given tbe boundary conditions (for the gas side of the plant) 
of fixed fuellair temperatures. fIXed stacK temperature. and a 
fIXed power cycle beat requirement. a maximum fuel-cell unit 
size limit exists for each fuel flow rate per array case. Abo,,·e 
this maximum size limit. more fuel would be fed to tbe plant 
tban necess.ar:· for the energy requirements of the po\~..er cycle 
and electrical power output of the fuel<ell unit. This would 
raise the stacK gas temperature, violating the boundary con
dition for this study. 

The maximum fuel<ell unit size limits were found to be 6.4. 
32.6 and 82.7 million arrays for cases A, B aod C. respectively. 
These values coincide with the sizes employed in our pre\ious 
study (Dunbar et al., 1991). In tbat study, all the incoming 
plant fuellair was fed through the fuel cell unit, prior to com
plete oxidation in the combustion chamber (and bence, suearns 
13 and 14 of Fig. 1 were not present). 

The global plant efficiencies. as a function of fuel-cell unit 
size. are displayed in Fig. 2. A5 shown in this figure (and proven 
theoreticaUy in the previous study by Dunbar et al. (1991)), 
there is an opportunity for significant gains in efficiency 
through the use of fuel cell utopping units:' wherein effi
ciencies of up to 61 percent are possible, versus the com,-en
tional plant efficiency of 41 percent. Note also. for the size 
ranee of Case A (0-6.4 million arrays). Case A efficiencies are 
greater than those of Cases B and C Over the same size range. 
This behavior is consistent for all fuel flow rates (e.g .• Case 
C efficiencies remain lower than Case B efficiencies until the 
fuel cell unit size is beyond the Case B range). 

For the ~ evaluated cases. rmite jumps are observed in 
the relationship between the number of arrays and the gain in 
efficiency. For example, for a fuel cell unit which contains 
32.6 million arrays, Case B delivers a system efficiency of 57 
percent. If one desires a higher efficiency. and is consuained 
by just three discrete fud now rates corresponding to cases 

_ 

~ cbnnical affinity 
fuel consumption rate. kmolls T temperature, K A = Dergy consumption rate. MW 
enuopy production, kJ/K T. reference temperature. K ,. = dectrochemical potential, U/lanol 
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A. B. and C. the fuel cell unit size must jump to greater than 
56 million arrays. where case C delivers 57 percent efficiency. 
This, bo~..ever, would not be Dtces.sary in practice, since the 
fuel flow rate may be adjusted to a value between that of Cases 
Band C. delivering greater than 57 percent efficiency with a 
fuel ceU unit which contains leM than S6 million amays. 

While solid..,Iectrolyte fuel cells of the type employed in this 
study are under study and pilot-plant operation in many coun
tries, their mass-productioll costs are still unknOVt"D.. In antic
ipation of the need to perform a thcrmoeconomic analysis on 
such electrical power generatiog stations, fuel consumptioo as 
a function of fuel cell unit size is displayed in Fig. 3. As shown. 
all three cases converge to the conventional power plant fuel 
consumption rate of 36.8 UnollMWh as the current ap
proaches zero, i.e., wben no fuel cells are useO.. With the 
addition of the fuel cell unit, the specific fuel consumption 
may be decreased to values below 2S kmollMWh (a 32 percen' 
reduction). 

In this figure, the ordinate (fuel consumption) may be re-

pede<! as an operating cost variable; the abscissa (fuel cell unit 
size) may be considered as a capital cost. Thus, Fill. 3. in that 
sense, provides the relationship between operating and capital 
costs. As expected. fuel consumption is reduced with increasing 
fuel cell IlDit size. 

The results of sensitivitY analysiJ of the performance of this 
power cyde were shoW(( in the paper by Dunbar et aI. (1991). 
1'bese results. combined with those presented in the roregoing~ 

can be used to estimate the fuel-an IlDit sizes for operating 
conditions which were not considered bere. 

Condns;oDS 
Topping con,entional Ranlrine cycle po...er plants with fuel 

cells was sho",n to reduce specific fuel consumption by amoUDts 
up to 32 percent- It was shown here mat for me largest fud 
ceO unit considered (one which contains 82.7 1IlI1Jion arrays), 
the plant efficiency was 62 percent, almOst SO percent higher 
than me efficiency of the conventional power plant ..ithoue 
fuel cell topping. Since ne":er fuel cells are acrually some'illt"hat 
more efficient than those modeled here, the predicted efficiency 
improvemenrs and fuel--<:ell sizes are conservati...·e. The overall 
system efficiency increases (and fuel consumption decreases) 
with fuel ceO uni' size, primarily because of the effects on 
combustion efficienc:r. In addicion. it was sho\l,-n in the pre
vious srudy (Dunbar et aI.• 1975) that combustor efficiency 
increases wim fuel cell currenc and there exists an optimal 
currant at which overall plant efficieoc:r is maximal. Althourh 
by no means sufficient. the results given lay the foundation 
for ensuing thermoeconomic analysis of such power plants. 
Based on the results presented herein. it is dear that future 
studies of electrical power generating stations which incor
porate fuel cell units are a worthwhile Venture_ 
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